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Abstract

We present an interactive physics-based motion synthesis technique for creating hand manipulation across a wide

variety of tasks, objects, user interventions, and stylistic preferences. Given an object being manipulated, a single

pose specifying the desired initial contact, and the kinematic goals of the manipulation, our algorithm automat-

ically generates hand-object manipulation that is responsive to unscripted external disturbances. Our algorithm

simulates the dynamic coupling between a passive dynamic system and an active dynamic system by formulating

a sequence of constrained optimizations. This formulation allows the user to synthesize a manipulation task by

describing simple, keyframe-like kinematic goals in the domain of object configuration. The algorithm will auto-

matically produce the hand motion that achieves the kinematic goals via coupled dynamic equations of motion.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional

Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction

Animated movies, video games, and virtual environments

frequently feature human characters performing seemingly

mundane but remarkably dextrous manipulation tasks, such

as pouring a glass of water or hammering a nail. These ma-

nipulations demand robust prehension in the face of possi-

ble disturbances, as well as fine maneuvers to achieve deli-

cate tasks. Common solutions for free-space hand animation,

such as keyframing and inverse kinematics, are ill suited for

hand manipulation. First, it is difficult to keyframe or proce-

durally generate subtle contact phenomena between the hand

and the object. Furthermore, the hand interaction depending

on innate characteristics of the object, such as the surface

friction, cannot be measured by kinematic quantities.

These challenges suggest that a physics-based approach

might be suitable for animating hand manipulation of ob-

jects. Most state-of-the-art methods are either based on

robotic controllers or controllers augmented by motion cap-

ture data. Designing active control procedures that precisely

achieve complex manipulation in the presence of unpre-

dictable contacts requires careful engineering efforts and of-

ten produces controllers that only operate in specific envi-

ronments. Motion capture technology can simplify the de-

signing process by automatically extracting physical param-

eters from the recorded hand motion. However, a controller

Figure 1: A physics-base algorithm for synthesizing dex-

trous manipulations across a wide variety of tasks, objects,

user interventions, and stylistic preferences.

designed with the aid of motion capture data is still restricted

to operating in situations similar to the recorded motion.

This paper describes an interactive physics-based simu-

lation algorithm capable of synthesizing hand animations
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across a wide variety of tasks, objects, user interventions,

and stylistic preferences. Although we refer to the motion

as hand manipulation, the scope of the motion includes the

shoulder, elbow, wrist and detailed hand. The inputs to our

algorithm comprise the object being manipulated, a single

approximated pose specifying the desired initial contact, and

the kinematic goals of the manipulation. The output is a

physically realistic animation of the hand-object manipula-

tion that is responsive to unscripted external disturbances.

Internally, the algorithm transforms the hand manipulation

problem to a sequence of constrained optimization prob-

lems, one for each simulation time step, that solve for the

present configuration of the hand, the object, and the con-

tact forces. The preferred initial contact and kinematic goals

serve the role of objectives that guide the output motion. At

first glance, forward simulation seems like a more efficient

method for synthesizing the motion of a passive object. Dur-

ing manipulation, however, sustained contacts mean that the

motion of the object can no longer be solved independently

from the unknown forces exerted by the hand. By solving

the hand, the object, and the contact forces in one procedure,

the constrained optimization can easily enforce the dynamic

coupling between the hand and the object using a realis-

tic frictional contact model. Moreover, explicitly computing

contact forces allows us to synthesize complex manipulation

tasks that require careful force control.

Our formulation of hand manipulation leads to two key

advantages. First, our algorithm is generic enough to syn-

thesize manipulation animations ranging from simple tasks,

such as lifting a cup, to complex tasks, such as hammering a

nail. Second, the inputs that the user needs to specify to gen-

erate an interactive motion comprise a keyframe and some

kinematic goals. Consequently, our system makes specifying

hand animation accessible to programmers with little knowl-

edge of physics or biomechanics. Both of these advantages

derive from the property that our algorithm does not explic-

itly calculate internal dynamics of the hand during the sim-

ulation. This removes the need to specify or tune internal

biomechanical parameters that have a highly nonlinear ef-

fect on the resulting motion.

2. Related work

Modeling the motion of the human hand has been an ac-

tive research area across many disciplines. In robotics, a rich

body of research literature has addressed the problems of

dextrous manipulation and robust grasping. A rather com-

prehensive overview can be found in [VI90, BK00] and we

do not attempt an exhaustive review of these topics. Grasp

planning determines finger contact point locations based on

the closure properties defined by Reuleaux [Reu63]. Our

method solves a much simpler problem where the only clo-

sure condition for the grasp is to withstand the gravitational

force. Another crucial problem in robot grasping is to de-

termine the grasp forces in the presence of friction con-

straints [BHM96]. Different optimization approaches have

been proposed to solve for optimal contact forces that yield

stable grasps. We also formulate a nonlinear constrained op-

timization to solve for contact forces. However, we do not

exploit the property of convexity to speed up the computa-

tion performance. In general, robotic algorithms and hand

models are usually designed to effectively control an actual

physical hand system, leading to requirements that might not

be necessary for depicting realistic hand animation.

Hand animation is also well studied within computer

graphics. Inverse kinematic systems can be used to syn-

thesize sequences of hand poses that depict specific tasks

[AN99,HBT95,KCMT00,ES03]. Kinematic-based methods

can be augmented with path planning algorithms [KKKL94,

KL00]. Yamene et. al. [YKH04] proposed a method for

synthesizing motion for manipulation tasks where the ob-

ject’s motion is planned and used to impose kinematic con-

straints on the human’s motion. Our method uses a similar

idea in that we let the user animate the simpler object mo-

tion and automatically generate the more complex hand mo-

tion. However, we propose a physics-based method focus-

ing on the dynamic aspects of the hand manipulation. Most

kinematic-based methods are more suited for precisely con-

trolled motion without dynamic feedback from the environ-

ment. Consequently, these methods cannot capture many dy-

namic subtleties crucial to hand-object interaction.

Dynamic simulation has also been extensively applied to

the synthesis of hand animation. Most of these approaches

fall under the realm of controller design [BLTK93, Sta91,

Ibe97]. One obvious drawback of this approach is the over-

specialization. Pollard and Zordan [PZ05] combined motion

capture data and dynamic simulation to synthesize grasp-

ing and two-hand interactions. Their method extracted the

passive and active parameters from the motion capture data,

largely simplifying the process of controller design. In con-

trast, our method eliminates all dependency on the data and

explicitly optimizes the contact forces as the hand interact-

ing with the object. As a result, we are able to design a wide

range of hand manipulations beyond simple grasps. Using

inverse dynamics techniques to recover the muscle activa-

tions has also been successfully applied to simulating un-

constrained hand motion [TSF05]. However, for constrained

hand manipulation, simultaneously optimizing the actuation

and estimating the contact forces might lead to suboptimal

solutions. Kry and Pai [KP06] proposed a novel technique

for measuring both the hand motion and the contact forces

to extract the joint trajectories and joint compliances. They

demonstrated that by adjusting the joint compliances the

captured interaction can be retargeted to new dynamic sit-

uations. Our method gives an alternative to simulating such

dynamic behaviors without relying on motion data.

Modeling the compliance of the hand is vital for synthe-

sizing natural hand animation that exhibits both active and

passive behaviors. Biomechanically based models simulate
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Figure 2: Overview of the algorithm.

the detailed interplay of musculo-tendons and muscle ac-

tivations [TSF05, AHS03, Bir94], using the parameters de-

rived directly from anatomical data. The joint compliances

can also be approximated from the recorded motion and con-

tact forces [KP06], estimated from perturbation experiments

[HH97], or specified by the animator [PZ05]. To create ac-

tive hand motion with passive characteristics, our framework

minimizes the change of internal joint torques such that the

hand cannot abruptly change its muscle activation to coun-

teract the external perturbations.

3. Overview

Figure 2 gives an overview of our algorithm. We divide

the motion synthesis into two stages: reaching for the ini-

tial grasp and the manipulation of objects. The input to the

reaching stage comprises the object of interest and a grip

style that describes the desired initial contact. We use the

grip style to optimize for the initial grasp configuration at

the point of contact with the object (detailed in Section 6).

We then synthesize the reaching motion from an arbitrary

hand position to the initial grasp configuration. Starting from

the initial grasp (i.e. the last frame of the reaching motion),

the object description, and the task description, we synthe-

size the hand-object manipulation under the presence of un-

scripted external disturbances, such as user interactions or

environment perturbations.

Our algorithms allows the programmer to decouple a hand

manipulation into three independent components: the task

description, the grip style, and the object description. The

high-level task description is a set of kinematic objectives

represented as functions of the hand position and its deriva-

tives, or a function of the object’s position and its derivatives.

In addition, the task description can include dynamic objec-

tives that provide high-level control over the contact forces

used for manipulation (Section 5). We define a grip style as

a preferred hand pose and a set of initial contact points on

the hand. The description of the object includes the mass,

the inertial tensor, the friction coefficient of the surface, and

the geometric parameters.

Figure 3: Degrees of freedom on the hand model.

4. Motion synthesis

The heart of the reaching and the manipulation stages is an

algorithm that casts the motion synthesis as a sequence of

constrained optimizations. At each time step, we optimize

the hand configuration, the object configuration, and the con-

tact forces, subject to dynamic constraints and objectives

provided by the high-level task description. We represent the

arm and hand as an articulated body system that comprises

8 degrees of freedom (DOFs) on the arm and the 27 DOFs

on the hand (Figure 3). The position of the root of the arm is

fixed in the space. The object is represented as a rigid body

system with six degrees of freedom.

We start out by formulating an optimization that solves

for the fundamental manipulation where the hand holds an

object in equilibrium under the gravity. To further simplify

the problem, the contact points in this case are predefined

bilateral constraints which do not slip or break off. Note that

this formulation can also handle the reaching stage. We then

generalize the problem to handle arbitrary unilateral contacts

with a realistic friction model in section 4.2. In Section 5, we

will add the manipulation objectives to formulate the full op-

timization problem used in the manipulation stage. Finally,

in Section 6, we will discuss the details of the reaching stage.

4.1. Basic optimization

The motion of the dynamic system is solved numerically at

each discrete time instance. However, instead of integrating

the equations of motion, our approach formulates an opti-

mization problem subject to the equations of motion as con-

straints. At each current discrete time step, the optimizer

solves for the next hand configuration qt+1, the next transla-

tion and rotation of the object st+1 = {xt+1,Rt+1}, and the

current contact forces f. The physical realism of the motion

is governed by the following discretized equations of mo-

tion.

Ṗ(st+1) = mg−∑
k

fk (1)

L̇(st+1) = −∑
k

(pk −xt+1)× fk (2)
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QMj
= ∑

i∈N( j)

tr

(

∂Wi

∂q j
MiẄi

T
(qt+1)

)

− ∑
i∈N( j)

mig ·
∂ci

∂q j
−∑

k

fk

∂pk

∂q j
(3)

Based on Newton’s third law, these equations couple the

hand and object by applying opposite contact forces f at the

contact points p. Equation 1 and 2 enforce the Newton-Euler

equations of motion for a rigid body in contact with the hand.

P and L indicate the linear and angular momentum of the ob-

ject, while fk indicates the contact force at contact point pk.

Each degree of freedom on the hand q j is constrained by

Lagrange’s equation (Equation 3). QMj
denotes the internal

joint torque exerted on q j . The three terms on the right hand

side compute the inertia force, the gravitational force, and

the contact force in a generalized coordinate frame. Wi rep-

resents the transformation chain from the world coordinates

to the local coordinates of body i and N( j) is the set of body

nodes in the subtree of DOF q j. Mi denotes the mass tensor

of the ith body node defined in [LHP05]. ci is the center of

mass of the ith body node in the world coordinate frame.

A contact point pk can be defined as a function of the hand

configuration pk(q) = Wi(q)hk or a function of the object

configuration pk(s) = x+Rrk, where hk and rk represent the

local coordinates of pk in the ith body node space and object

space respectively. We need one additional contact constraint

to ensure that the hand and the object coincide at pk in the

world coordinates:

CMk
(qt+1

,st+1) = Rt+1rk +xt+1 −Wi(q
t+1)hk = 0 (4)

In our formulation, we do not solve for joint torque QM

explicitly. Instead, we minimize the time derivative of QM

in a discrete formulation. Intuitively, this objective function

discourages sudden changes in joint torques, similar to the

minimal torque change model described by Uno and Kawato

[UKS89, Kaw99]. We represent Equations 1 and 2 as equal-

ity constraints Cp and CL and formulate the following opti-

mization at each time step:

argmin
qt+1,st+1,f

E = ∑
j

‖Q̇Mj
(qt+1

, f)‖

subject to







CP(st+1, f) = 0

CL(st+1, f) = 0

∀k, CMk
(qt+1,st+1) = 0

(5)

4.2. Contact model

To synthesize realistic contact phenomena, we describe a

friction contact model that handles general collisions be-

tween arbitrary rigid bodies. This contact model adds the

following features to the basic algorithm describe in Sec-

tion 4.1. First, the motion synthesizer can add new resting

or colliding contacts when a collision is detected. Second,

the existing contact points can slip or break off according

f = λn f = λ(-μ    +n)
p

p

v
4

v
1

v
2v

3

p

f = Σ λ
i
v
i

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Contact models.

to Coulomb’s friction model. Third, the contact forces are

unilateral with realistic friction coefficients.

Standard optimization approaches usually handle a con-

tact as an additional algebraic equation and the matching

Lagrange multiplier in a dynamic system. This formulation

can model unilateral contacts with realistic friction when the

contact location and the timing can be determined in ad-

vance. However, it does not allow for unscripted changes in

contacts, nor does it handle slipping contacts when the max-

imal static friction is reached.

By breaking a single trajectory optimization problem into

a sequence of constrained optimizations, our algorithm can

determine and add a new set of contact constraints on the

fly at each time step. However, removing an existing contact

constraint remains challenging with an optimization frame-

work. When the external force overcomes the friction that

holds two objects in contact, the dynamic constraint can no

longer be satisfied without violating the contact constraint.

To avoid this infeasible situation, the optimizer will try to

maintain the contact by using excessive internal forces in-

stead of naturally breaking the contact constraint and allow-

ing the body to slip or break off of the surface.

We handle this issue by relaxing a contact constraint CM

to an inequality constraint, p(qt+1) > fsur(s
t+1), that pre-

vents penetration, and an objective function that discourages

relative movement at the contact point: GM(qt+1,st+1) =
‖Rt+1r + xt+1 −W(qt+1)h‖. Minimizing GM yields a set

of contact forces f that maintain a stationary contact point,

whenever f exist within the friction threshold. When the

large forces act against the object, the optimizer might not

be able to yield a set of feasible f which minimizes GM to

zero. Consequently, the contact point will naturally slip or

break off.

When a collision is detected, we introduce new contact

force variables λ as Lagrange multipliers in the dynamic

system. Depending on the type of the contact, λ has dif-

ferent degrees of freedom and thus the contact force is com-

puted differently. We adapt the notion of colliding contact

and resting contact defined by Baraff and Witkin [BW92].

For a colliding contact, we introduce a new free variable

λ to represent the contact force: f = λn (Figure 4(a)). n

is the normal vector of the contact surface and λ must be

nonnegative to maintain a repulsive contact force. A resting
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contact can be slipping along the surface or completely sta-

tionary depending on the relative tangential velocity. When

the resting contact is stationary, the contact force is limited

to the space spanned by a set of bases V = {v1,v2,v3,v4}
that approximates Coulomb’s friction cone, with nonnega-

tive basis coefficients λ0,λ1,λ2,λ3 (Figure 4(c)). The con-

tact force can be represented in terms of four free variables

λ : f = Vλ . When the resting contact is slipping, the contact

force is determined by the static friction coefficient µ , the

direction of the contact point velocity ṗ and a free variable

representing the magnitude of the normal force λ (Figure

4(b)): f = λ (−µ ṗ
‖ṗ‖ +n).

We augment the basic optimization described in Section

4.1 with the realistic contact model:

argmin
qt+1,st+1,λ

E = ∑
j

‖Q̇Mj
(qt+1

,λ )‖+∑
k

‖GMk
(qt+1

,st+1)‖

subject to







CP(st+1,λ ) = 0

CL(st+1,λ ) = 0

∀k, pk(q
t+1) > fsur(s

t+1)

(6)

Contact force correction. To prevent the contact forces

from generating additional kinematic energy to the dynamic

system, we need to consider the following two conditions.

When either condition is violated, we backtrack to the pre-

vious time step, enforce additional constraints on the con-

tact force variables, and resolve the motion. These condi-

tions also depend on whether the object is passive or active.

A passive object has no actuator that generates internal pro-

pelling forces. However, within our definition, a once pas-

sive object becomes active as soon as it is in contact with an

active object.

1. If an object A breaks a resting contact from a passive ob-

ject B, the normal contact force at the moment of contact

breakage must be zero. If the contact force does nonzero

work, we roll back the motion and enforce the contact

force variables to be zero.

2. If an object A starts slipping tangentially on a passive

object B, the ratio of tangential to normal contact forces

must be greater than the coefficient of the static friction.

If this threshold is not reached, we roll back the motion

and enforce the contact force to be on the boundary of the

friction cone.

In our experience, most backtracking situations can be

resolved in one time step because the hand will immedi-

ately provide the required forces to minimize the kinematic

objective once the contact forces are limited by additional

constraints. For example, when the table "helps" the hand

to lift the book by giving it a push at the moment of the

contact breakage, the algorithm will roll back and formulate

the same optimization with additional constraint on contact

forces (i.e. the contact force between the table and the book

must be zero). In order to achieve the kinematic goal of lift-

ing the book, the optimizer must use the hand to provide the

lift force. As long as the hand is capable of producing such a

0% 50% 100%

d

Ĝ
0% 50% 100%

d

Ĝ

Figure 5: Velocity profiles for reaching the goal state (left)

and retaining the goal state (right).

force, the contact point will not be detected in the next time

step and the backtracking will be resolved.

5. Manipulation

In this section, we describe how to augment the basic opti-

mization problem shown in Equation 6 with kinematic goals

to generate motion in the manipulation stage. We also intro-

duce objectives to control the grip force and the lift force of

the hand. These objectives are used to model two dynamic

behaviors of the hand: the anticipation of the object’s physi-

cal properties and the muscle responsiveness.

5.1. Kinematic objectives

A single kinematic objective consists of a general function of

the hand and/or the object configurations, and a desired goal

state: GU = f (qt+1,st+1)− Ḡ. We include each kinematic

objective as one additional term in the cost function E in

Equation 6. For example, we can specify a desired position

for the tip of the index finger as: GU (qt+1) = ‖p(qt+1)−
p̄‖, where p computes the location of index finger tip in the

world space and p̄ indicates the desired location.

Natural looking hand motion must carefully balance be-

tween two competing components in the cost function: the

minimal joint torque change objective, and the kinematic

goals that cause changes in joint torque. Overemphasizing

one set over another can lead to motions that are unnatu-

rally abrupt or unresponsive. The presence of multiple kine-

matic objectives complicates the issue even further. To gen-

erate an objective function that appropriately weighs the var-

ious components, we developed an adaptive weighing algo-

rithm that utilizes a biomechanically-inspired velocity pro-

file to determine the appropriate tradeoff between the differ-

ent components of the objective function at each simulation

step.

Velocity profile. Biomechanics, neuroscience, and robotics

research suggests that human arm manipulation motion of-

ten exhibits a strong bell-shape velocity profile [ABM82,

AH89]. We use this slow-in and slow-out velocity profile to

guide the minimization of the objective. We define a veloc-

ity profile as a function fvp that maps the current completion

percentage of the objective ĜU to the desired progress rate
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of GU . The progress rate d is defined as

d ≡−ĠU = Gt−1
U −Gt

U (7)

A large progress rate d implies that GU is quickly min-

imized. At each time step, based on the current desired

progress rate fvp(ĜU ), we modify the goal of the kinematic

objective Ḡ such that the progress rate achieves the desired

value fvp(ĜU ) when GU is minimized. The representation

of the velocity profile is generic to any kinematic objective

because it does not depend on the actual function of GU .

We develop two distinct velocity profiles. Reaching pro-

file is applied when the motion tries to reach a goal state,

while retaining profile is for preserving the goal state. If the

goal of the objective is initially met, we associate the objec-

tive with a retaining profile. Otherwise, we associate it with

a reaching profile where the initial state and the goal state

correspond to ĜU = 0% and ĜU = 100%. In our formula-

tion, we chose a scaled normal distribution to represent the

retaining profile and the middle part of the reaching profile

(Figure 5). By changing the variance of the normal distribu-

tion, the resulting movement exhibits different styles but is

generally smooth and natural. We chose the variance to be

0.4 for all of our examples.

Adaptive reweighting. To balance the relative strength of

multiple kinematic goals in the objective function, at each

time step we adjust the weight of each kinematic objec-

tive based on whether its progress rate reaches the desired

value determined by the appropriate velocity profile. If the

objective is currently moving too slowly towards the goal

(d < fvp(ĜU ), we increase the weight of the objective. Oth-

erwise, we decrease the weight.

5.2. Dynamic objectives

Realistic hand motion depends not only on physical con-

straints and task objectives, but also on a wide range of other

properties that influence the contact force a hand applies to

manipulate the object.

Anticipation of the object’s mass and surface friction.

During everyday manipulation, a person selects an appro-

priate parametric adjustment of the force output based on

the visual identification of the object. The force output may

be erroneous when the anticipation of the object’s physical

properties are inconsistent with those of reality. For example,

if the weight of an object does not correspond to its visual

appearance, the lifting movement may appear either jerky

or slow. To model the anticipation of the mass and the fric-

tion coefficient of an object, we add the following objective

and constraint whenever the hand attempts to lift an object

against gravity.

GL(λ ) = ‖∑
k

Vλk −mag‖

subject to Vλk ·n < µa
mag

k
(8)

Equation 8 uses the estimated mass ma and the friction co-

efficient µa to compute contact forces, f = Vλ , that produce

just enough “lift force” to hold the object against gravity,

and just enough “grip force” (normal to the object surface)

to prevent slippage. The objective minimizes the difference

between the sum of the contact forces and the anticipated

gravitational force. The inequality constraint ensures that the

individual grip force is only as large as necessary to counter-

act gravity based on the estimated ma and µa. If ma is differ-

ent from the actual mass, minimizing this objective causes

abrupt adjustment in hand motion to balance Equation 6.

If the hand expects a higher friction surface than the actual

friction coefficient, minimizing Equation 8 does not produce

enough lift force because the real friction cone is narrower

than the estimated one. Consequently, the object slips out of

the hand due to gravity.

Muscle responsiveness. The muscle responsiveness can be

modeled by adjusting the drop-off rate of the anticipation ef-

fect. By gradually decreasing the weight of the objective and

increasing the slack of the constraints in Equation 8, the con-

tact forces produced by the hand will adjust toward the actual

physical properties of the object. The programmer can vary

the rate of decreasing weight and increasing slack to con-

trol the responsiveness of the hand. This same scheme can

be generalized to model muscle response to any unexpected

events (Figure 6). When there is a change in the external

force in the dynamic system, we add an objective that main-

tains the current sum of the contact forces for a short period

of time with a drop-off rate specified by the programmer.

This simple heuristic is not anatomically realistic but serves

the purpose of computer animation applications.

6. Reaching

During the reaching stage, the motion synthesizer produces

a hand motion that moves from its arbitrary initial configu-

ration to an optimal initial grasp configuration based on the

input grip style and the object description. We represent a

grip style as a desired default hand pose q̄ and a set of ma-

nipulation handles h̄. The main challenges in the reaching

stage are computing the optimal contact points of the initial

grasp and solving for a collision-free path to reach this initial

grasp configuration.

The initial grasp comprises the contact points in the hand

coordinates and in the object coordinates at the initiation of

contact. The former is provided by the input grip style as the

manipulation handles h̄, while the latter is optimized based

on the object’s shape, hand joint limitations, preferred pose

of the hand, and the object shape, mass and the inertia.

Given a set of manipulation handles h̄ in the hand coor-

dinates, we formulate a constrained optimization (distinct

from the motion synthesizer) that solves for optimal hand

configuration and contact forces at the initial grasp, subject
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to maintaining the equilibrium against the gravity.

argmin
q,f

E = ‖q− q̄‖ subject to







fsur(s) = W(q)h̄

∑ f = mg

∑ f× (W(q)h̄−x) = 0

(9)

The first constraint enforces the manipulation handles resid-

ing on the surface of the object, while the other constraints

ensure that the contact forces counteract the effect of gravity

without causing extra torque. The solution is biased toward

a configuration similar to the desired pose q̄ described in the

input grip style. The constraints and objectives in Equation

9 do not guarantee the solution configuration q can success-

fully manipulate the object according to the input task de-

scription. We rely on the programmer to provide a feasible

grip style for a specific task.

Once we determine the contact locations on the object, we

need to compute a set of collision-free trajectories that guide

the manipulation handles toward desired contact locations.

Many sophisticated path planning algorithms have success-

fully been applied to human arm manipulation in robotics

[KKKL94,Kog94]. We propose a simple but general heuris-

tic to produce collision-free trajectories for the hand when

approaching the object.

Our key observation is that when approaching the object,

the thumb and the four fingers must conform to the shape

of the object while opening wide enough to clear the ob-

ject before the contacts are met. In other words, the hand

attempts to grasp a bigger, closer version of the same object.

Therefore, instead of targeting the actual object during the

reaching stage, our algorithm makes the hand grab a virtual

object that is bigger and closer than the actual one. We then

gradually shrink the virtual object to its actual size and move

it to its actual location. Attempting to grab this shrinking

and moving virtual object, the hand conforms to the object’s

shape while being guided toward the optimal contact loca-

tions without colliding with the object. We apply Equation

9 to find the optimal contact points on the virtual object of

each size. To maintain the continuity of the contact points

across sizes, we apply a sequence of optimizations in the or-

der of size of the virtual objects (from the smallest to the

largest), with each subsequent optimization biasing its solu-

tion toward the previous solution.

The advantage of this simple method is that it does not

require any path planning algorithms to compute a collision-

free path for each object with a specific shape. However, this

algorithm does not handle objects requiring a tight “hook

grip”, or situations when obstacles occlude a clear path be-

tween the hand and the object.

7. Results

Depending on the complexity of the manipulation task, our

algorithm generates 5-10 simulation frames per second on

a single core of 2.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor. We

solve the constrained optimizations using SNOPT [GSM96].

At each time step, the initial state of the optimization is set

to the solution of the previous optimization. The simulation

time step is 1
30 second.

To explore the applicability of the proposed animating

technique, we generated all our examples by only controlling

the object without any specification on the hand. Our frame-

work also allows the user to control the kinematic states of

the hand although it is often unnecessary. We refer the reader

to the accompanying video for a full demonstration.

We used a consistent set of parameters to generate the fol-

lowing examples. Table 7 shows the weights of the kinematic

objectives. In all the examples, we set the weight of QM , GF ,

and the initial weight of GL to be 0.05, 10.0, and 100.0, re-

spectively.

Different object shapes and grip styles. The same manip-

ulation task and grip style can be applied to a wide range of

objects. We specified a simple kinematic goal to describe a

lifting task:GU (x) = x[1]−0.2. This objective directly con-

trols the object’s vertical position to be at 0.2 meter. We

demonstrated that lifting a book and lifting a coffee cup

could be handled by the same kinematic goal with the same

default hand pose q̄. Since the object orientation was not

a kinematic objective in this experiment, the book and cup

ended up with different orientations due to the different con-

tacts between the hand and the object.

External disturbances. The user can interact with the scene

by applying forces on the hand or the object. By controlling

the contact forces between the hand and the object, we can

easily adjust the muscle responsiveness of the hand when an

unexpected perturbation occurs (Figure 6). We set the atten-

uation rate of the weight of GL to 75% for the fast muscle

response and 50% for the slow muscle response. Depending

on the goals of the manipulation, additional kinematic ob-

jectives might be needed. For example, when using lifting

manipulation to handle a cup full of coffee, we needed to

add one objective that kept the cup in the upright position to

reduce spilling in the presence of unexpected disturbances.

Anticipation of the object. The programmer can create an-

imation based on the expected mass and the surface friction

of the object. This feature can potentially create many inter-

esting and unpredictable scenarios for video games or other

interactive applications. We applied the same lifting manip-

ulation to three scenarios where the expected mass of the ob-

ject was 50%, 100%, or 150% of the actual mass. When the

hand underestimated the mass, the motion appeared wobbly

and slow initially. When overestimating the mass, the hand

applied lifting force larger than necessary to overcome the

gravity, causing an abrupt initial acceleration followed by a

sudden deceleration. Similarly, we can model the anticipa-

tion of the surface materials. We showed that when the hand

tried to grab a wet bar of soap with an overestimated friction

coefficient of the surface, the soap slipped out of the hand.
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Table 1: Kinematic objectives

Example Objectives Weights

Book xt+1[1]−0.2 10

Cup xt+1[1]−0.2 10

‖Rt+1(0 1 0)T − (0 1 0)T ‖ 10

Gift box xt+1 − (0 0.15 0)T (1 10 10)

Soap xt+1[1]−0.1 10

Hammer six objectives on xt+1 and Rt+1 all 10

(ẋt+1 + Ṙt+1h)− (0.2 −0.3 0) 1
30

Nail six objectives on xt+1 and Rt+1 all 10

With the correct estimation, the hand used initial grip forces

that prevent slipping.

Two-hand manipulation. In many situations, a hand ma-

nipulation can be easily described in terms of the end goal

of the object, rather than the configurations of the hand. For

example, a hammering manipulation procedure (Figure 6)

only requires an objective that specifies the position and the

orientation of the hammer at the apex of the motion and an-

other objective that controls the velocity of the hammer head

when it hits the nail. We also set an objective to maintain the

position and the orientation of the nail. Although the pro-

grammer did not specify anything about the hand, the hand

behaved actively to secure the nail while responding pas-

sively to the impact of the hammer. Finally, we demonstrated

wine pouring manipulation that consisted of three keyframes

on the bottle and two keyframes on the glass (Figure 6).

8. Conclusion

We describe an interactive physics-based algorithm for syn-

thesizing hand manipulation across a wide variety of tasks,

objects, and stylistic preferences. Our framework decouples

manipulation into a task description, an object description,

and a grip style. Consequently, a small number of these ba-

sic components can be combined to create a variety of hand

manipulations.

Our formulation allows the programmer to synthesize a

manipulation task by describing simple kinematic goals in

the domain of the object configuration. The animator only

needs to specify the motion of the object and the algorithm

will automatically produce the hand motion via coupled dy-

namic equations of motion. In all our examples, each task

descriptions comprised at most five kinematic goals.

Our algorithm model dynamic response of the hand by

controlling the grip force and the lift force at the contact

point. Without modeling the anatomical details, many subtle

movements of the hand cannot be captured by our algorithm.

We suspect the motion realism can be improved by incorpo-

rating the joint compliances in our model. We are also in-

terested in modeling the joint interdependency of the human

hand. Such a hand representation can increase the physical

realism and reduce the dimensionality of the optimization

space.

We also describe a simple algorithm for generating the ini-

tial grasp and a collision-free reaching motion. Although our

algorithm is generic across a wide range of objects, we sig-

nificantly simplify the problem of grasp planning addressed

in the robotics literature. The algorithm focuses on synthe-

sizing aesthetically pleasing grasp motion, rather than real-

world considerations such as robustness and stability. One

major limitation of our algorithm is that the initial grasp op-

timization is sensitive to the initial relative position of the

hand and the object. Consequently, this naive optimization

only yields a local optimal initial grasp.

Our algorithm does not handle rolling contacts that oc-

cur frequently in everyday hand manipulation. The current

geometric representation of the hand is overly simplified to

model realistic rolling contact. One possible avenue of future

work is to build a more sophisticated model that includes

muscles and skin.
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